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Summary1

This work presents a method for binaural reproduc-2

tion over a loudspeaker array that adapts to the lis-3

tener’s position by using a cross-talk cancellation ap-4

proach that is updated in real-time. This is obtained5

by combining the audio signal processing system to-6

gether with a computer vision mechanism that esti-7

mates listener’s position. A novel approach to adapt8

the cross-talk cancellation filters is introduced here,9

which employs filters created for a central listening10

position using a free-field propagation model and far11

field beamforming techniques, hence requiring little12

memory and processing. The paper introduces simu-13

lations to show the effectiveness and robustness of the14

formulation together with free-field measurements of15

performance using a 16 loudspeaker compact array.16

1 Introduction17

Binaural audio reproduction allows for the creation18

of stable virtual audio images by reproducing at19

the ears of the listener ideally the same signals as20

those created by the real sound source. Binaural21

reproduction of audio through loudspeakers, here-22

after referred to also as transaural reproduction,23

allows for the delivery of these signals without the24

need of wearing headphones. This method can be25

employed to design high-realism spatial audio home26

systems and is based on the principle of cross-talk27

cancellation, which reduces the acoustical cross-talk28

that occurs when the signal intended for the ipsi-29

lateral (same side) reaches also the contra-lateral30

(opposite side) ear. This method was first proposed31

by Atal and Schroeder [1]. After this invention,32

binaural reproduction over loudspeakers has been33

largely studied by many researchers as for example34

by Cooper and Bauck [2] and later by Kirkeby et al.35

[3, 4], whose work relied on the use of a stereo pair36

of loudspeakers. After that, transaural reproduction37

has evolved towards more robust reproduction by38

including purposefully-designed regularisation strate-39

gies [5]. The robustness of these systems with respect40

to the angular span of the two loudspeakers was also41

studied by Ward and Elko [6], who realised that in42

order to provide a good cross-talk at low frequencies,43

a larger loudspeaker span is required than at high 44

frequencies. This issue was later addressed by using 45

special loudspeaker arrangements that allow for an 46

uncoloured audio reproduction of the whole audio 47

spectrum, as for examples those presented by Bauck 48

[7] or by Takeuchi and Nelson [8]. 49

50

Despite efforts in making cross-talk cancellation 51

systems more robust, one of their key limitations 52

is the fact that listener movements exceeding 75- 53

100 mm away from the so-called sweet-spot may 54

completely destroy the desired spatial audio effect 55

[9, 10]. In order to obtain a cross-talk cancellation 56

system which allows for the listener to move freely, 57

some researchers have used systems including a 58

larger number of loudspeakers, commonly known as 59

loudspeaker arrays [11]. It has been shown that the 60

use of a loudspeaker array of more than two sources 61

can be more robust than a system with only two 62

loudspeakers, as it allows for a greater cross-talk 63

cancellation, is less sensitive to errors, and provides 64

better performance in reverberant environments [12]. 65

Example of loudspeaker array systems that have been 66

used for transaural reproduction include a circular 67

array surrounding the head of the listener [13] and 68

linear arrays with a source spacing that maximises the 69

cross-talk performance over a wide frequency range 70

[14]. Linear arrays of large number of loudspeakers 71

surrounding a TV have been also used to reproduce 72

22.2 multichannel sound [15]. Even though these 73

systems allow for a larger sweet-spot area they still do 74

not enable the listener to move freely over a wide area. 75

76

With the aim to provide an improved sweet- 77

spot-independent reproduction, other work has 78

incorporated listener tracking into audio reproduc- 79

tion devices. This has been employed for example in 80

stereo reproduction systems [16, 17, 18, 19] making 81

localisation of panned virtual sources robust to 82

listener movements. Similarly, listener tracking has 83

also been employed in cross-talk cancellation audio 84

reproduction to increase the system robustness for 85

listening positions outside the sweet-spot. This 86

method was applied to transaural systems with two 87

loudspeakers by Gardner [20], López and González 88
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[21], Behler and Lentz [22], Mannerheim and Nelson89

[23], Song et al. [24], and  Lopatka and Czyżewski90

[25]. The use of listener-adaptive systems with a91

larger number of loudspeakers for a single listener92

was also considered by Kurabayashi et al. [26], who93

used a 4 loudspeaker array to achieve single-listener94

reproduction. Thanks to the advancement of technol-95

ogy, modern computer vision systems such as those96

provided by the Microsoft Kinect SDK can be easily97

incorporated in audio reproduction systems. The98

complexity of the problem resides in the adaptation99

of the filters used to generate the signals feeding100

the loudspeakers, hereafter referred to as control101

filters, to the listener’s position, whilst assuring at102

the same time a good audio quality, free of audible103

sound artefacts that may be caused by the filter104

adaptation process. Whilst the works presented in105

the bibliographic references above rely on a set of pre-106

computed filters for different listener’s positions that107

are loaded into the system when the listener moves,108

other researchers considered time-domain adaptive109

filters [27]. Control architectures implemented in the110

time domain have also been studied [28] providing a111

large improvement in terms of processing complexity112

for a 2 loudspeaker cross-talk-canceller requiring,113

however, further equalisation.114

115

This paper presents a novel time-domain approach116

for the adaptation of the cross-talk cancellation filters117

to the listener’s position. This technique is especially118

suite for application to linear arrays employing a119

large number of loudspeakers. Differently from120

previous approaches, this formulation requires a121

single set of fixed cross-talk cancellation filters and a122

digital delay network, whose parameters are adapted123

in real-time to the listener’s position. Note that124

the term ”listener-position adaptive filters” states125

for array control filters that adapt to the listener’s126

position and it must not be confused with adaptive127

filtering design theories as for example those used128

in active control of sound [29]. The structure of129

the paper is organised as follows: the standard130

cross-talk cancellation formulation is reviewed in131

Section 2. Section 3 introduces the formulation132

used to adapt the response to the listener position,133

together with a performance analysis in terms of134

robustness to listener’s head misalignment. The real-135

time implementation of the technique is described in136

Section 4 for a 16-channel linear loudspeaker array.137

Experimental measurements are presented that show138

the performance of the system at different listening139

positions.140

141
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Figure 1: Geometry of the loudspeaker array used to
control the pressure at the listener’s ears.

2 Cross-Talk Cancellation 142

A diagrammatic representation of binaural reproduc-
tion over a loudspeaker array using cross-talk cancel-
lation is introduced in Fig. 1. The system comprises
M control loudspeakers driven by signals v(jω) =
[v1(jω), · · · , vM (jω)]T, where ω = 2πf is the angular
frequency of the signal to be reproduced and the sub-
script 1 to M represents the loudspeaker index. This
produces a sound-field p(jω) = [pL(jω), pR(jω)]T

at left and right ears of the listener, which can be
written as

p(jω) = C(jω)v(jω), (1)

where C is the matrix of plant transfer functions.
Taking the geometry of Fig. 1 as reference for an array
of M loudspeakers, assuming that each loudspeaker
behaves as an ideal point source with omnidirectional
radiation pattern and neglecting the acoustic diffrac-
tion caused by the listener’s head (free-field model),
the matrix of transfer functions between each loud-
speaker and the two control points which represent
the ears of a listener is written as

C(jω) =
ρ0
4π







e−jkrL1

rL1

· · · e−jkrLM

rLM

e−jkrR1

rR1

· · · e−jkrRM

rRM






, (2)

where ρ0 is the air density, k = ω/c0 is the wavenum- 143

ber and c0 is the speed of sound in the air. A positive 144

time convenience ejwt is used throughout this work. 145

As observed in the diagram in Fig. 1, rL1 and rLM 146

are the distances between the left ear pressure control 147

point and loudspeaker 1 and M , respectively, and 148

rR1 and rRM are the distances between the right ear 149

pressure control point and loudspeaker 1 and M , 150

respectively. 151

152

The binaural signals that are to be synthesised at
the ears of the listener are defined by the elements
of a complex vector d(jω) = [dL(jω), dR(jω)]T. In
order to reproduce those signals at each ear, the M×2
filter matrix H containing the cross-talk cancellation
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filters is introduced so that v(jω) = H(jω)d(jω).
The pressures at the ears are thus given by

p(jω) = C(jω)H(jω)d(jω). (3)

For the case of a loudspeaker array, in which the num-
ber of loudspeakers is larger than the number of pres-
sure control points, the matrix H can be obtained by

H(jω) =
[

C(jω)HC(jω) + βI
]

−1
C(jω)H, (4)

where β is a regularisation parameter that limits the153

amount of energy of the filters, that is proportional154

to the norm of the columns of matrix H [30]. The155

superscript H stands for the Hermitian conjugate156

transpose operator. The above filters can be calcu-157

lated in the frequency domain, as shown here, or in158

the time domain as described for example in [31].159

Eq. 4 leads to a set of optimal filters that minimise160

the least square error between the binaural signals to161

be reproduced, d and the actual reproduced pressure162

p [32].163

164

In order to analyse the cross-talk cancellation per-
formance of the loudspeaker array a metric known
as the cross-talk cancellation spectrum is introduced.
This is obtained by including the crosstalk matrix,
R(jω), which is defined as

R(jω) = C(jω)H(jω) =

[

RLL(jω) RLR(jω)
RRL(jω) RRR(jω)

]

, (5)

The ratios between the elements of this matrix de-
fine the cross-talk cancellation spectrum for each ear,
which are defined as

CTCL(jω) =
|RLL(jω)|2

|RRL(jω)|2
, CTCR(jω) =

|RRR(jω)|2

|RLR(jω)|2
.

(6)
The cross-talk cancellation spectrum is a dimen-165

sionless quantity, whose level is typically plotted in166

decibels.167

168

3 Adaptive System169

The formulation described above allows to minimise170

the acoustic cross-talk for a given listener position171

which the filters were created for, i.e., the sweet-spot.172

If, however, the listener moves away from this173

position the cross-talk increases significantly and174

hence the ability to produce virtual acoustic images175

is largely reduced. In order to overcome this issue176

the filters have to be updated.177

178

A method is proposed hereafter to perform such
adaptation. The array driven by the filters H(jω)
generates two sound beams that deliver the binaural
signals to the listener’s ears at a given, on-axis ref-
erence position. When the listener moves away from

this position, these beams are electronically steered
towards the new listener’s position by applying a set of
digital delays to the loudspeaker signals. These digital
delays are represented by the steering matrix D(jω),
which is a M×M diagonal matrix. This process yields
a new matrix of steered control filters, HS(jω), which
is given by

HS(jω) = D(jω)H(jω). (7)

The elements of matrix D(jω) corresponds to the
complex weights of a far-field delay and sum beam-
former [33]. Note that the beamformer is only used
to steer the cross-talk cancelling beams, and it is not
employed to perform any radiation pattern control.
The matrix D(jω) is built as

D(jω) =













e−jkx1 cos (θ) 0 · · · 0

0 e−jkx2 cos (θ) · · ·
...

...
. . .

. . . 0
0 · · · 0 e−jkxM cos (θ)













,

(8)
where xl corresponds to the position of each loud- 179

speaker assuming the array lies along the x axis and 180

θ is the angular location of the listener with respect 181

to the array axis, as shown in Fig. 2. 182

183

θ

x

m=1 m=M

y

Figure 2: Geometry used to adapt the filters of the
loudspeaker array.

As it is shown below, this formulation enables the 184

listener to move in space along θ, following a circular 185

trajectory, but the filters do not compensate for head 186

rotation (the listener’s head is always supposed to 187

be oriented towards the centre of the array) and for 188

variation of the distance between listener and array, 189

even though small listener’s displacements along 190

the radial direction do not degrade the cross-talk 191

cancellation performance. 192

193

3.1 Simulations of System Perfor- 194

mance 195

A set of simulations was carried out to study the 196

performance of the method introduced above at 197

different listening positions, considering an array of 198
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Figure 3: Geometry of the loudspeaker array (square
boxes) used to control the pressure at 2 control points
(stars) representing the ears of the listener for various
listening positions corresponding to 0◦, 15◦ and 30◦,
respectively.

.

16 point monopole sources with d =0.039 m spacing.199

Two sets of control filters are compared, those created200

according to Eq. 4, here called “Inverse filters”, and201

those created according to Eq. 7, called “Steered”.202

In this case the “Inverse filters” were created for203

each new listener position, whilst the “Steered”204

filters were obtained by combining a set of control205

filters created for a reference on-axis listener position206

(x = 0 m, y = 1.5 m, θ = 0◦) termed “Centered”,207

in conjunction with the steering matrix defined in208

Eq. 8. Frequency independent regularisation was209

applied using β = 0.03. This value was selected210

empirically and shown to provide a good balance211

between filter norm and cross-talk cancellation. For212

more information of how to select the regularisa-213

tion parameter please refer to these references [30, 36].214

215

The simulations were performed using the free-field216

transfer impedances of point monopole sources, as217

these represent a good model of the loudspeaker218

radiation at low frequencies and have been previously219

used to estimate the performance of loudspeaker220

arrays [30, 34]. Furthermore, the main study of221

the paper concerns the control filter updating and222

hence room effects are to be avoided. If the reader223

is interested in how rooms affect the response of a224

line array please refer to [35, 12]. A control geometry225

as shown in Fig. 3 was employed to simulate the226

performance for the different listener positions. The227

cross-talk cancellation spectrum and the frequency228

response at the listener’s ears are employed as229

objective metrics of performance. In this case, a large230

cross-talk cancellation and a flat reproduced response231

are considered ideal, as it would allow to reproduce232

any desired binaural signal.233

234

A first comparison of performance is shown in235

Fig. 4, calculated for three positions 1.5 m away 236

from the loudspeaker array for observation angles at 237

0◦, 15◦, and 30◦. The left-hand side graphs in the 238

figure show the cross-talk cancellation performance 239

whilst the right-hand side graphs show the frequency 240

response at the listener’s ears. For comparison, 241

the performance obtained with an array with filters 242

optimised for a central listening position, calculated 243

for θ = 0, (“Centred” filters) is also presented. The 244

results show that the three set of filters, i.e.,“Inverse 245

filters”, “Steered” and “Centred”, give the same 246

performance when the listener is at the reference 247

position, as in this case the delay network is not 248

acting and the control filters are identical. In this 249

case, a large cross-talk cancellation, up to 80 dB 250

at some frequencies, was obtained in the numerical 251

simulations, with some peaks at those frequencies 252

at which the array is best conditioned [8]. The 253

figures corresponding to 15◦ and 30◦ show that the 254

cross-talk cancellation performance provided by the 255

“Inverse Filters” is still large, whilst that the other 256

two approaches obtain a much lower performance. 257

The cross-talk cancellation performance obtained 258

for the “Centred” approach is practically 0 dB, 259

showing some peaks at certain frequencies, whilst 260

the “Steered” method shows peaks of about 30 261

dB of cancellation at 15◦ and 30◦. Although this 262

represents a much lower figure than that obtained 263

with the “Inverse filters” it is shown below that the 264

filters created with both approaches, “Inverse filters” 265

and “Steered”, behave very similarly in a practical 266

realisation of the system. The comparison between 267

left and right cross-talk of the “Steered” configura- 268

tion (L and R in the figure) shows a difference in 269

performance when the array is steered, with maxi- 270

mum deviations of about 15 dB at certain frequencies. 271

272

The frequency responses are reduced below 3 273

kHz due to the use of regularisation, which can be 274

compensated for by applying an equalisation filter to 275

flatten the response. As the listener is moved away 276

from the reference position, the difference between 277

the frequency responses of the “Inverse filters” 278

and the “Steered” approach increases, showing a 279

discrepancy proportional to the steering angle θ. 280

This variation is, however, small, with a maximum 281

difference of 5 dB at 20 kHz when the listener is at 282

the 30◦ position, as shown in Fig. 4. 283

284

The radiation patterns obtained with the loud- 285

speaker array at different frequencies are shown in 286

Fig. 5. These show that the radiation patterns of the 287

“Inverse filters” and the “Steered” control approach 288

are very similar. The “Inverse filters” can achieve 289

greater cross-talk cancellation at some frequencies, 290

which can be observed in the directivity plots for 291

1 kHz, 2 kHz, and 10 kHz. At other frequencies, 292

however, the radiation pattern of the “Steered” 293
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Figure 4: Cross-talk cancellation (CTC) (left hand side plots) and frequency (right hand side plots) responses
at various listener positions, i.e., 0◦ (top plots), 15◦ (middle plots) and 30◦ (lower plots). “Steered (L)” and
“Steered (R)” correspond to the CTC magnitudes for each beam.

approach is almost identical to that of the “Inverse294

filters”.295

296

3.2 System Robustness297

So far it has been shown that the “Inverse filters”298

have better cross-talk cancellation performance than299

the “Steered” approach. A robustness simulation300

is presented here in order to further analyse this301

effect, in which the cross-talk cancellation perfor-302

mance is assessed for listener positions that do not303

correspond exactly to those for which the filters304

were calculated. In this case, cross-talk cancellation305

filters have been calculated for a listener position306

at 15◦, with the average cross-talk cancellation307

performance calculated when the position of the 308

listener presents a mismatch of ±5 cm. This method 309

has been previously used to assess the robustness of a 310

super-directional loudspeaker array [36, 35] and has 311

shown to provide a good estimate of the performance 312

in case of loudspeaker and control point position 313

mismatches. An average over 100 random position 314

was calculated, as shown in Fig. 6. 315

316

In order to perform this analysis each transfer func-
tion Z between a source of the loudspeaker array and
one of the listener’s ears was formed by using the
Green function of a point monopole source with a
distance component modified to account for the mis-
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Figure 5: Radiation patterns obtained at different frequencies with the “Inverse filters” (dashed line) and with
the ”Steered” method (solid line) for the right channel beam. The two octagons represent the listener’s ears.
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Figure 6: Listener position variation (thin stars) com-
pared to the nominal listening position for which the
control filters were created for (thick stars).

.

match in the listener’s position. This is written as

Z(jω) =
ejkrM

rM
, (9)

with rM = r(1 + aγ), r being the nominal distance317

value from a given source to the given control point318

simulating an ear of the listener, and γ is a random319

number with Gaussian distribution. The coefficient320

a was selected so that the standard deviation of the321

Frequency, (Hz)
102 103 104

C
T
C
,
 
(
d
B
)

0
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40

50
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90
IF
IF, Noisy
Steered
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Figure 7: Study of the robustness for head miss-
alignment with respect to the two listener-adaptive
control methods. Results calculated for a listener 15◦

away from a central listening position.
.

mismatch is 10 cm. The transfer impedances were 322

used to form a matrix of noisy transfer impedances, 323

CN , which is employed to form a new matrix of 324

pressures at the listener ears, RN , allowing to assess 325

the cross-talk cancellation performance. 326

327

The cross-talk cancellation results when the listener 328
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is slightly away from the nominal position at which329

the filters were designed for is shown in Fig. 7. The330

results show the performance of the “Inverse filters”331

and of the “Steered” approach with no mismatches332

in the listener position and the average performance333

when random position errors are present, shown in334

the legend as “Noisy” results. As previously shown335

in Fig. 4, the performance of the “Inverse filters”336

is better than that of the “Steered” filters for the337

reference position. The performance of the two338

methods are, however, very similar when a small339

error in the position of the listener is present, as it is340

expected to happen in a practical realisation of the341

system, thus encouraging the use of the “Steered”342

formulation for real-time applications.343

344

4 Real-Time System Imple-345

mentation346

4.1 Signal Processing347

H1H11

H1H12

H1H1L

H1H11

H1H12

H1H1L

.

.

.

H21

H22

H2L

.

.

.

.

.

.

τ
1

τ
L

τ
2

Kinect

Left

Right

Figure 8: Block diagram of the signal processing
scheme for adapting the array output to the listener
position.

The array steering method described above can be348

used to implement a real-time audio reproduction349

system which adapts to the listener position, hence350

allowing to reproduce binaural material accurately351

when the listener is outside of the sweet-spot. A block352

diagram of the Digital Signal Processing required for353

the implementation of the system is shown in Fig. 8.354

The left and right binaural signals are first convolved355

with the filters obtained from the matrix H(jω) for a356

central listening position, as described in Eq. 4. Each357

signal is convolved with M filters for each channel,358

thus giving a total of 2M filters. In this case, filters359

with a length of 512 coefficients are used. The left 360

and right filtered signal for each loudspeaker are then 361

combined and fed to a bank of variable digital delays 362

(one for each loudspeaker), which is used for steering 363

the binaural sound beams generated by the array 364

towards the listener when the latter moves. 365

366

The M steering delays are updated in real-time 367

depending on listener, which is provided by a Mi- 368

crosoft Kinect sensor used to track the listener’s 369

movement. After the steering delays, the signals are 370

fed to the M loudspeakers. The left and right input 371

channels can also be filtered by equalisation filters 372

to compensate for a given set of HRTFs or for the 373

frequency response of the loudspeakers. This system 374

has been implemented in MAX MSP 6 in a Windows 375

computer using the loudspeaker array shown in Fig. 376

9. 377

378

4.2 Performance Measurements 379

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Detail of the 16 source loudspeaker array
(a) and measurement set up in the anechoic chamber
(b).

The performance of the small 16-channel loud- 380

speaker array in Fig. 9 with listener-adaptive filters 381

created with the method described in the previous 382
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(c) 15◦
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Figure 10: Impulse response for the left input channel measured at the sensors of the binaural microphone
located at 0◦ (a) and cross-talk cancellation (CTC) performance of the loudspeaker array when a listener is at
0◦ (b), 15◦ (c) and 30◦ (d).

sections of this paper was measured in the large383

anechoic chamber of the Institute of Sound and Vi-384

bration Research. The loudspeaker array is the same385

as that used, for example, in [37] and consists of 16386

electrodynamic loudspeakers, with a 0.039 m spacing387

between the centres of neighbouring drivers. The388

cross-talk cancellation performance was measured389

with a Neumann KU-100 binaural microphone. The390

experimental set up is shown in the lower plot of Fig.391

9. The measurements were performed at the same392

positions as those used for the simulations described393

in Section 3.1. The radiation patterns of the array394

were also measured, at a distance of 1.5 m from the395

centre of the array.396

397

The measured left channel impulse response at the398

reference listening position, at 0◦ with respect to the399

array, is shown in Fig. 10a, where a large response400

difference between left and right ears can be observed.401

The cross-talk cancellation response is shown in Fig-402

ures 10b, 10c and 10d. The graphs, corresponding to403

the three different orientations, show a very similar 404

frequency curve. The variation between the responses 405

of the left and right channel (light and dark curves in 406

each plot) is also small. The measured performance 407

is much lower than the free field simulated responses 408

for the unperturbed case, especially at the high fre- 409

quencies, but is not very different from the simulated 410

response with listener position errors shown in Fig. 7. 411

412

The measured radiation patterns generated by the 413

array at different frequencies for three steering angles 414

corresponding to 0◦, 15◦ and 30◦, are shown in Fig. 415

11. These present a similar pattern to those in the 416

simulations discussed in Section 3.1. At the low 417

frequencies, the cross-talk cancellation is achieved 418

by placing a notch in the direction of the contra- 419

lateral ear of the listener. At the high frequencies, 420

where the array is very directional, the array beams 421

towards the ipsi-lateral ear. Clearly, the “Steered” 422

formulation is able to adapt the radiation pattern of 423

the array as the listener moves, maintaining a good 424
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Figure 11: Measured free-field radiation patterns for the right ear beam at different frequencies. The array
steering angles are 0◦ (left hand side plots), 15◦ (centre plots) and 30◦ (right hand side plots).

cross-talk cancellation performance independently of425

the listener position.426

427

5 Conclusion428

A method to achieve listener-adaptive binaural429

reproduction with a loudspeaker array was presented.430

The method combines filters created for a central431

reference listening configuration with a beamforming432

approach used to steer the binaural sound beams433

generated by the loudspeaker array towards the434

listener, thus achieving a large cross-talk cancellation435

for a listener position in front of the array. Although436

this only allows for listener’s position compensation437

over a circular trajectory a certain distance apart438

from the loudspeaker array, small-scale listener’s439

displacements along the radial direction do not440

degrade the cross-talk cancellation performance.441

442

The performance of the new formulation was com-443

pared by means of simulations to that obtained in444

previous implementations, in which “inverse” cross-445

talk cancellation filters are directly pre-calculated for446

a grid of listening positions and are updated as the447

listener moves. It also has been shown by computing448

numerical simulations that the performance of the 449

new method is practically identical to that obtained 450

with the “inverse” filters when small errors in the 451

listener position are considered. This introduces 452

a significant improvement with respect to systems 453

based on a grid of pre-measured responses, as the 454

memory and computational requirements of the 455

proposed method are much lower. 456

457

The above formulation was implemented in a fully- 458

operational real-time system, using a loudspeaker 459

array of 16 sources and a Microsoft Kinect sensor 460

to allow a sweet-spot independent reproduction of 461

virtual acoustic images. The performance of the 462

system was measured for different listening positions, 463

showing a large cross-talk cancellation figure at each 464

of the measurement points. 465
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